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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OFA.H.P.S.

This is a general appeal to all members .

	

We are about to lose our Sales
Circuit Director, Mario Wiedenmeier . Mario has done a fine job with the
circuits over the past three years (see an interim report on another page
in this issue) and is now resigning, effective this spring at the end of
the circuit season.

No one should volunteer without recognizing that Sales Circuit Director is
a time-consuming (and occasionally difficult) task .

	

During each season,
between September and March, the Director receives and processes dozens of
books of material, makes up routing sheets, and circulates these books to
interested members .

	

The job normally consumes a minimum of ten hours each
week .

	

Though the position is not paid, there are a few compensations:

1) The Director may have " first pick" of incoming material;

2) The Director may buy and sell material without paying the
commission of 12½%.

The only qualifications for the job are that you be an A .H .P .S . member in
good standing, not a minor, and have a good working knowledge of Swiss &
Liechtenstein stamps .

	

Mario and I, and possibly others, will be happy to
train and assist the new Director .

	

I hope that someone will view this as
a great opportunity to "get involved" in helping to run A .H .P .S . If you
are interested, please write me, Bob Zeigler, 704 W . Iowa, Urbana IL 61801.
We need a replacement by June or July, 1979 at the latest.

We are also starting to look for a new Editor for TELL starting in 1980.
Is anyone out there interested?

A MESSAGE FROM A.H.P.S.' NEW AWARDS CHAIRMAN, Jan Donker (address in Feb -
ruary TELL) and exact rules and regulations on how to apply for medals and

awards, including the new certificates and honorable mention awards, will
appear in the April TELL .

	

Should you be in immediate need of A .H .P .S.
awards then please contact Jan directly .

	

Our medals are very nice!
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TELL is the official journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (A.H.P.S.), affiliate

No . 52 of the American Philatelic Society (A.P.S.) and is published eleven times a year . Sub-

scription (included in the dues of the Society) per 1979 is $5.00 in the U.S., Canada and

Mexico, $7 .00 overseas by seamail, and $11.00 overseas by airmail . -- Articles on Swiss,

Liechtenstein and U .N .Geneva philately are always welcome . Deadline : beginning of the pre-
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NAMES OF SELECTED OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY

President : Robert Zeigler, 704 West Iowa Street, Urbana IL 61801
Secretary : John Barrett, 1009 Harding Street, Jackson MS 39202
Treasurer : Frank Young, 412 N . Main Street, Herkimer NY 13350
Auction Manager : Gerald Diamond, 60 Silver Birch Lane, Pearl River NY 10965
Circuit Sales Mgt . : Mario Wiedenmeier, 12 Lyncrest, Galveston TX 77550
Editor : Felix Ganz, Apt .3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago IL 60605

For other officers please consult the February issue of this periodical.

BOOK REVIEW : BASEL POLICE STAMPS (Editor J. Barefoot Ltd . 1978 ; 25 pages;

available from J. Barefoot Ltd ., 85 Saltergate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S40
1JS, England. $4.00.)

The book has a very good introduction to the collecting of the Basel Police
Stamps . It tells the uses of the various types of police issues including
Grenzpolizei, Grenzpassierschein, Fremdenkontrolle and Handelsreisendenausweis
revenues.

All issues are well illustrated, especially those of the 1860-1884 period, in -

cluding some complete sheets . The listing of the known issues is fairly com -

plete for all years . This reviewer noticed only 5 stamps missing in the 1920-
35 period . One more omission is the 1948 Grenzpolizei typeset issues, 8 differ -
ent values . The listing of issues is taken from "Schweizer Fiskalmarken

Rundschau" of 1948 by G . Schaufelberger . This effort may be compared to the H . E.

Harris "catalog" of U .S . stamps, since Mr . Barefoot states that his firm will
sell at the prices listed . The prices are considered by this reviewer to be

fair considering the market for foreign revenues at this time.

Regardless of the omissions this is a must for any serious collector of Swiss
r evenues, and it is hoped Mr . Barefoot will not stop

	

here .

	

Donn Lueck.

No AUCTION this month . Next one in April TELL .
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LAGO MAGGIORE (VERBANO) ; ITS SHIP POSTS AND RELATED MARKINGS AND HISTORY

By Laurence Moore, President of the British Helvetia Philatelic Society

Editor's Preface : Mr . Moore's articIe on the ship posts of the
Northern Italian Lakes originally was published in 1461, The chapter on Lake Maggiore,
(Fig . 1 1 -the "o ther"
lake (besides Lake
Lugano) which sits
across the Swizz /
Italian border, was
extended, appeared.
in 1 9 6 3 in
Bulletin 	 1 2 5 o f the
Postal History So-
ciety, and s ubse-
quently was used
as the basis for
articles in the

Helvetia Newsletter and for a
7 pter on "
Italian Lake Mail .", by
Richard Harlow, in
T .P .O . Magazine ,
1976.
The current artic-,
Le, updated --and
with the
knowledge of theauthor
somewhat extended
-- attempts to

collate all exist-
ing information.
In the table on
recordedmarkings
a number of
speculations remain,
and anyone with
actual documenta-
tion of those Or
yet other ship

postmarks should
report with-

out delay to either author or

editor of TELL.
Readers

interested in ship
markings beyond
-thoseactually
known to have been
used to cancel.
mail or serve as
transit markings,
such as freight
letters, agency
or letter box
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mail collectors' markings from ship station boxes or town offices, are
referedtotwo short,well illustrated accounts En the SBZ: "Die
Schiffahrtsstempel aufdemLago Maggiore," byJ.H.Baechler,No.11, 1977 (p. 343-44)andNo.
10, 1978 (p . 327-28), some illustrations from which are reproducedtowards
the end 0f this overview .. Also consult G . Negrini, Ticino PostalHistory (1977) .

Lake Maggiore, the Lacus Verbanus of the Romans (cf . the writings of Plinius,
Strabonius, or Polybus) was known until the end of the nineteenth century as
Verbano, and the promontory around Pallanza is still known (excluding the map
on the previous page, from the Historic-Geographic	 Lexicon of Switzerland,
vol . VI, 1910 [Attinger & Co ., Neuchâtel]) as Verbania today . The name Lago
Maggiore dates back to the twelfth century prior to which the lake also was
known as Lacus Stacionensis, after the town of Angera (Stazzona), then seat
of a small feudal political entity.

65 kilometers long and running North and South, the lake played a most
important role in European communications from very early days .

	

Probably be-
cause the shores of the lake were shared at different dates by several
countries, little of its rich postal history has been recorded, and no
single one of the available works tells the whole story.

Lacus Verbanus formed part of the Roman Cursus Publicus, and the couriers of
Emperor Augustus sailed its waters which offered ready access to the alpine
passes.

During the Napoleonic . period, the Piedmont (western) shore was occupied by
the

	

French who regularized the postal service ; and most likely
it was they who produced the earliest known postmark : L•M in an
oval (Lac Majeur? ; Fig .2) known on a letter of 1807 from Intra
to Svitto (=Schwyz), on one of 1808 from Intra to Gersau (on
Lake Lucerne) and through 1814 . The route of such northbound
letters would have been by ship to Magadino, near the northern
(Swiss) end of the lake, over the St .Gotthard pass by horse or

mule, and in the case of the Gersau destination again by ship on Lake Lucer -
ne -- a double ship letter!

	

Magadino was an important lake-side port from
very early days . Silks and other merchandise came up the lake from Italy and
beyond, and the ship owners of Magadino acquired a virtual monopoly of the
lake traffic, carrying also passengers and letters ; and a post office was
established in the home port .

	

According to Negrini this first L .M marking
conceivably also could be a Ticino canton's private mail forwarder's mark.

By the treaty of

	

Vienna of 1815, the Eastern side of the lake was ceded to
Austrian Lombardy, and more post offices were opened on that shore ; but Maga -
dino remained the main transit office for all mail to Switzerland and beyond.
In 1825, an agreement was
reached between the Imperial
Austrian government, the
Kingdom of Sardinia and the
Swiss Canton of Ticino, to
grant a concession to oper -
ate a steamship service on
the lake.

A postal convention was ar -
ranged, covering the terms
by which mail to and from
the three countries would
be carried .

	

The first
steamer, 92 ft . long and 16
ft . beam, was named VERBANO,
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after the lake . Of wooden construction (Fig .3) she was fitted with a British
engine of 14 h .p . and her first skipper was a Scot named Cooper . She did the
round trip Magadino-Arona-Sesto Calende-Magadino every weekday.

In due course, more ships were added to the fleet, several named Verbano (1844
& 1875) over the decades that followed ; but there were also ships bearing oth -
er names . The term ''Verbano" in the postmarks thus most likely was a generic
term for the Sardinian postal service on the lake, and not relating to ships'
names .

	

The real early exception was an Austrian craft which will be mention-
ed later . There was at one time a Swiss postal clerk aboard the "Verbano";
but this arrangement ceased in 1859, when the first Swiss postal agency of-
fices were opened on the western shore and also at towns in Lombardy, ceded
to Sardinia by the Peace of Villafranca .

	

After the unification of Italy in
1861, a postal agreement was concluded with the Swiss Federal Government
which ran a most efficient coach service to their agency offices in Italian
towns ; but all mail from Italy to Magadino and Locarno still went by steam-
ship up Lago Maggiore.

THE LAKE VERBANO (MAGGIORE) POSTMARKS

The first dated post-
mark was a double cir -
cle stamp of the Sar -
dinian type, with star
at foot and the word
VERBANO (Fig .4) . It has
been seen used at vari -
ous dates from early
1851 until February of
1855 . By this date the
ships were called by
other names and so we
can take it that "Verbano" markings were used

in all floating offices
on board the mail-car -
rying ships . -- The
first Verbano postmark
with date appears on
letters both North- and
Southbound and is shown
in our illustration on
a letter of 1853 from
Frankfurt (Germany) to
Torino . The letter bears several confusing manuscript markings in various
currencies and bears a Sardinian, official, printed slip indicating the
total tax due from addressee (foreign rates : 60 centesimi ; internal rate : 40c,
making one lira) .

	

The ship mark was applied on board ship, in the space
marked

	

The Sardinian frontier office will apply its marking here ."

	

The
postmark ties the gummed label to the letter.

On letters from Switzerland to Italy this marking appears to have been used
as a Sardinian mark of entry -- without adhesives at first, but from 1854
on sometimes on letters franked with the sitting Helvetia, or "Strubel "
stamps . Rarely, however, are these or other Swiss stamps found canceled
with the Verbano mark .

	

In both directions the mark probably would act as
mark of accountancy to ensure payment to the shipping company. There are also
letters known on which the postage stamp is obliterated with a honey

comb-like or other grill, with or without number, and the cds placed next to it.

To be continued
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PRINTING EXPERIMENTS (MACHINE TRIALS), TRIAL PRINTS, TRIAL PROOFS, ESSAYS AND

SPECIMENS, By Georges Bch-Ltd, Director of the Central Office of the United
Swiss Philatelic Societies

	

to combat unfair and shady practices.

Translated and published with the permission of the author as a partly abrid-
ged and partially extended reprint from the SchweizerischeBriefmarkenzeitung
of August, 1978, pages 265-66.

In the last few years this office at various times received notice that auc -
tion firms in Germany continue to offer fairly recent trial prints (machine
trials) of Swiss and other printing firms as "trial proofs" or even "essays, "
asking very stiff prices for "stamps" which really aren't any and which most
of the time -- at least in Switzerland -- are available free from the PTT's
printing works upon proper request . Thus the " fish stamps" of the PTT (Fig.
13) were offered in such auctions at $25 . (1973), or $22. for a block of nine,
and the like .

	

The "Specimen" inscribed large size "Zodiac and Head " vignet -
tes (Fig .11) were offered at $200 . per set of four, and the trial print speci -
mens with the farmhouse (Fig.10) for $100 .

	

Some of these were even furnished
with experts' opinions, and in spite of complaints such misrepresentations
continue.

What ARE these stamp-like products for which over-eager collectors fall by
paying fancy prices? The first "printing experiments" (in German : Versuchs-
drucke and officially called "Trial Prints" by the Swiss PTT in their English
language pamphlet accompanying occasionally distributed souvenirs) are just
that .

	

The PTT describes them as " . . .prints until now incorrectly called trial
stamps are the results of trials on . . .presses . . .of the Postage Stamp Printing
Office, PTT, Berne .

	

They are neither printing proofs nor colour proofs of any
philatelic value;
nor labels of any
kind, let alone
finished postage
stamps .These trial
impressions are
required after the
assembly or the
overhaul of a ro -
tary press, after
the replacement of
parts, or in try -
ing out new

material, such as pa-
per, colours, wip -
ingcloths, support
felts, etc . To a-
void the use of
actual stampcylinders, special

impression cylin -
ders with fancy
designs are em -
ployed for this
purpose, bearing
neither the name
of the country

nor any value . These pictures also show the various possibilities of steel
line engraving . Thus, the trial impressions are not only of use to the print-
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ing staff, but also to the stamp designers and steel engravers . -- To ensure
successful trials it is indispensable to use all equipment, materials and ac -
cessories, such as gummed stamp paper, perforating devices, etc ., exactly as

required for the postage
stamp impression .

	

These
extensive trials furnish
a comparatively large
quantity of printed spe -
cimens, and as stamp
collectors are well
known for their great
interest in all phases
of the postage stamp
production, the vignet -

tes are distri -
buted free to all
those sending in
requests . " PTT;
XII.57 (Fig .1)

Unfortunately,
the official Eng -
lish translation
for " Versuchs-
drucke" : trial

	 prints, may con-
fuse a collector, especially since the term is used interchangeably with
vignette, trials and specimens, while avoiding label.

"Versuchsdrucke", or trial prints, or machine trials, have been produced for
years by the PTT's printing works and by producers of stamp printing machin-
ery, in a variety of printing processes, including combination of printing
processes.

The following illustrations depict a number of such machine trial (or try-
out) prints : Fig.3 : Chillon Castle, by British printers Harrison & Co. (1932);
Figs .4-6 : machine trials by WIFAG, Bern : Russian tiger ; butterfly ; sphere ;
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Fig .7 : St .Gotthard tunnel portal by Courvoisier, La Chaux-de-Fonds ; Fig .8 : A
trial print by Goebel GMBH, Darmstadt (Germany) ; Figs .9-10 : Combination print -
ing (engraving and Rake] recess printing) PTT, Bern ; Fig .11-12 : PTT Bern, en-
graved two color recess printing inscribed "specimen" ;

	

Fig .13 : Combination
printing (multicolor) from photogravure cylinder furnished byCourvoisier, plus
Goebel machine line-engraved cylinder, at PTT, Bern . Fig . 14 is a trial print
of the Swedish posts, and Fig.15 is a small size Swiss GD-PTT trial print (en-

A trial proof, however, repre -
sents the very last printings
from plates or cylinders pre-

pared for actual postage stamps .

	

These proofs may concern themselves with ex-
act colors to be chosen (color proofs), for checking alignment and quality of
the plates to be used, or even for checking perforation machinery, etc .

	

The
German term for this type of product Is "Probedruck . " These efforts must not
be confused with the so-called "Andruck" or printer's waste, which is usually
found on a low quality paper and which is produced to check the cleanliness
of the printing plates before starting, or re-starting, the presses.

Both trial proofs and printer's waste may find their way out of printers'
shops to dealers and eventually to collectors who often
pay fancy sums for such items . To a non-collector lay-
man such products produce nothing but shaking of heads
because it cannot be grasped that anyone would pay a lot
of money for waste!

There exist countries where printer's waste and trial
proofs have literally flooded the market, such as Cze -
choslovakia ' s first (Hradschin) issue which is still

graved), of ca .1936.
What distinguishes a trial print

from a proof or an essay? As indicat-
ed, the trial prints are produced
from specially fabricated cylinders
or plates, using motifs that are hap -
hazardly chosen, without any relation
to a future issue or series of pro-

posed postage stamps .
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available at
practically
no cost in
myriads of
varieties.
Other coun -
tries try
hard not to
permit such
proofs and
waste to get

into dealers' and col-
lectors'

hands . This latter group, at
least over the last 50 years,

included Switzerland where careful polic -
ing of the waste bins and special shredding equipment prevent, most of the
time, such "escapes ." Therefore the discovery of a few copies each of the
Historical Buildings set (1960) and one of the values of the 1970 coil issue,
in a compacted paper bale at Basel's German railroad station, produced a big
sensation ; and fancy prices were paid by the few collectors who now own these
imperforate stamps that for some reason escaped the shredder and were baled
for recycling in a paper mill . The bale broke apart, and the rarities emerged!

In contradistinction to these other products an essay is the result of a
postal administration's (or an individual artist's) efforts to create new stamp

designs ; but the essays do not depict (as do the
proofs) subjects of or on actually issued postage
stamps -- at least not in their final form . The Germ-
an term for these attempts is "Entwurf," or simply:
submitted design . Such essays may be the result of
competitions, and they exist usually in the actual
size of postage stamps, sometimes printed by the

postal authorities in a variety of colors, printing
methods, and the like ; and sometimes produced by the

artist . There are many Swiss essays available from the period of up to about
1910, such as the following : Fig .16 is an unaccepted design of "Helvetia on
the Rock" by L'Eplattenier, in the form of an official essay produced by the
government printing works . 	 Figs.17 to 19 are essays produced by artists
themselves and submitted for consideration by postal authorities.

Sometimes the differences between an essay and a trial proof may be minimal.
This is particularly true of the "Cross and Numeral" issue . Fig .20 isnot, as
might be supposed, a trial proof . It is an essay with a much thinner "2"
than the finally accepted design (Fig .21).

A collector might ask : should one collect this stuff? Well, as always, one
should reply : collect what you like . You may collect stickers or vignettes;
but these should never be shown in a competitive stamp exhibition because
they are not postal stamps . Along these same lines trial prints or machine
trials really do not belong into a stamp collection even though they may be
of the highest interest to a specialist who collects representative samples
of different printing processes, or such ; but that collector should know
that these products are only most indirectly related to actual postage
stamps .

	

To offer such trial prints as proofs or essays, however, is gross
misrepresentation, if not fraud .

	

And they are most certainly not rarities
as some people would love them to be . If a so-called renowned auction house
offers trial prints as Anything else, adding : " all lots are described con-
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scientiously and to the best of our knowledge," then one can but pity the
complete absence of philatelic knowledge by the writers of that auction
house's catalogue ; and when the added sentence : "but no legal obligation will
be incurred concerning the lots' description," then one begins to wonder.
The catalogue writers seem in dire need of additional knowledge ; and one

must also feel some pity for collectors who fall for such descriptions.
Maybe such auction houses could buy -- if one assumes that they really do
have a conscience -- for their employees and from the inflated realizations
of such lots, a philatelic dictionary so as to avoid further misrepresent -
ation . ..

If you wish to acquire some Swiss trial prints you can do so by taking a
tour through the Swiss PTT's printing works in Bern, next time you are over
there ; or you might try to write to the Wertzeichenabteilung PTT, CH-3030
Bern, Switzerland, for samples .

	

I have tried it, and it worked . An inter-
national reply coupon might be enclosed as a courtesy when writing.

Last month, A .H .P .S . members Gleichenhaus suggested a monthly feature from
members, dealing with unusual finds, very special covers or stamps, and such.

well, ladies and gentlemen : who wants to top the true story appearing below?

PIECE OF THE MONTH =-

SOME FAVORITE COVER INDEED.

Was there this Swiss collector
who found himself in a mid-
western city's suburban shop-
ping center on a Sunday after-
noon, some months ago . Noticed
a sign : TODAY STAMP BOURSE and

thought, why not?

	

Found his
way to a pretty crummy room
with a pack of vest pocket
dealers . Asked for Swiss ma -
terial . Nary a reply . Bought
very little except at a table
where he found about 10 cheap
covers, including the one pic -
tured, for a total of less
than $5 . Returned to his hotel
less than pleased and was re-
ally chagrined that upon in-
spection the 90 cts . on the
1942 censored cover had perfin holes! Drat!! Looked again ; realized that the

90 cts . was of the good paper variety (1941) . Noticed strangely "cut" upper &
lower perforations . Deduced it came from a private coil machine roll . Discov-
ered a coil paste-up under the stamp . Checked a special coil catalogue . Could
not find that stamp in coil form . Contacted the catalogue's editor . Was asked
to send in the cover . Was asked if he wanted to sell . Replied, make me offer.
Received by return mail check for $250 . Crazy, but true . So : keep looking .

-en.

Original contributions to this TELL feature will be very much appreciated! ! !
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE NEW CANTON OF JURA

	

By Felix Ganz

Former editor Robert Ross, in covering a complicated story on very short no -
tice and from reports reaching him through various collaborators (TELL, De -
cember 1978) left a few questions unanswered simply because material was not
at hand to give definite information . Additional pamphlets and even the en-
tire history of the preliminaries leading to the new canton ' s coming into
being have now been received -- in part from the office of the provisional,
but since January 1, 1979 fully functioning constituent assembly of Ct .Jura.

Capital of the new canton is Delémont ; but the former seat of the Bishopric
of Basel, Porrentruy, will have a number of cantonal offices, including all
the courts.

The cantonal flag's sinister (=right) half , with four gules (red) and three
argent (white) bars may now be explained as follows : the Jura which since
1815 was part of the Republic and Canton of Bern (albeit never with pride,
nor in docile submissiveness) consisted of seven districts . Of these only
three (Franches Montagnes, Porrentruy, and Delémont), with a number of ad-
justments, became the territory of the Canton du Jura : the three white bars.
The other three French speaking districts of the Jura entity : Neuveville,
Courtelary, and Moutier voted to remain within the Canton of Bern, and the
German speaking district of Laufen (Laufon) preliminarily also opted for not
joining the new canton . Although Laufen thus continues at the moment as a
(geographically separated) part of Bern Canton, the lower Birs river valley
citizenry reserved itself the right to determine its own destiny within the
next five years, by deciding, in yet another plebiscite, whether to remain
with Bern, or rather join one of their other neighbors : Solothurn (the most
logical, territories- and religion-wise) ; Basel-Land (which adjoins Laufen
with its also mostly catholic former Basel bishopric district of Birseck),
or Basel-Stadt (to which most Laufen people seem to have a close, declared
affinity, plus most of their market connections) .

	

These last-named four
districts, then, represent the red bars in the new canton's arms, and thus
it registers for some what had been before : a united Jura, and for some mer -
ely history ; but for still others, especially the more fanatic separatists,
it signals the already avowed determination not to let up until the seven
districts will be all reunited in a large Jura canton!

R .L . Rainey had the courtesy of providing, for those of you who may collect
postmarks, are otherwise geography-oriented, or might consider a "Heimat"-
collection of that region, an official PTT listing of the new canton's post
offices . Now that the list and map of the political communities also has
been received, things suddenly are becoming quite clear.

The new canton presently has 92 postal facilities of varying status . They are:
District	 of Franches Montagnes : 2877 Le Bémont (JU), 2311 Biaufond, 2311 Le
Boéchet, 2336 Les Bois, 2724 Les Breuleux, 2724 Le Cerneux-Veusil, 2724 La
Chaux des Breuleux, 2311 Les Emibois, 2875 Les Enfers, 2851 Epauvillers,
2851 Les Epiquerez, 2711 Fornet-Dessus, 2714 Les Genevez (JU), 2728 Goumois,
2718 Lajoux (JU), 2875 Montfaucon, 2725 Le Noirmont, 2727 Les Pommerats,
2711 Prédame, 2877 Les Rouges-Terres, 2874 St-Brais, 2726 Saignelégier,
2851 Soubey

	

(= 23 offices);
District	 of Porrentruy : 2942 Alle, 2954 Asuel, 2901 Beurnevésin, 2926
Boncourt, 2944 Bonfol, 2901 Bressaucourt, 2925 Buix, 2915 Bure, 2901 Charmoille,
2906 Chevenez, 2932 Coeuve, 2952 Cornol, 2922 Courchavon, 2892 Courgenay,
2905 Courtedoux, 2923 Courtemaîche, 2933 Damphreux-Lugnez, 2914 Damvant,
2916 Fahy, 2902 Fontenais, 2953 Frégiécourt — Pleujouse, 2901 Grandfontaine,
2901 Miécourt, 2851 Montenol, 2901 Montignez, 2851 Montmelon, 2851 Ocourt,
2900 Porrentruy 1 & 2, 2901 Reclére, 2901 Roche-d'Or, 2901 Rocourt, 2882 St-
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Ursanne, 2851 Seleute, 2943 Vendlincourt, 2901 Vil lars-s .Font .(=36 offices);
District	 of	 Delémont : 2854 Bassecourt, 2862 Berlincourt, 2856 Boécourt, 2801
Bourrignon . 2801 Châtillon (JU), 2763 Choindez, 2801 Corban, 2801 Courcelon,
2801 Courchapoix, 2853 Courfaivre, 2764 Courrendlin, 2822 Courroux, 2852 Cour -
tételle, 2800 Delémont 1 & 2, 2802 Develier, 2801 Ederswiler, 2855 Glovelier,
2801 Lucelle, 2801 Mervelier, 2801 Mettemberg, 2857 Montavon, 2801 Montseve -
lier, 2801 Movelier, 2801 Pleigne, 2763 Rebeuvelier, 2801 Rossemaison, 2873
Saulcy, 2864 Soulce, 2805 Soyhiéres, 2863 Undervelier, 2801 Vermes, 2801 Vic -
ques (=33 offices).

Not all of the new canton's political communities have a post office : in Por -
rentruy District twice two share an office each : Damphreux-Lugnez, and Frégi -
écourt-Pleujouse . In addition, Fontenais has a second office in Villars s .F.
In Franches-Montagnes District the communities of Le Peuchapatte and Montfa -
vergier, both tiny, do not have their own post office : Muriaux does not have
an office in the town of the same name, but instead offices at Les Emibois
and in its enclave of Cerneux-Veusil . Les Genevez has a second office at Pré-
dame ; Les Bois two more at Biaufond and Le Boéchet ; Lajoux a second one at
Fornet-Dessus); and Bémont a second one at Rouges-Terres .

	

Delémont District
has offices in all its political communities, plus additional ones in Ber -
lincourt (Bassecourt), Choindez (Courrendlin), Courcelon (Courroux), Lucelle
(Pleigne), and Montavon (Boécourt).

Some of these communities, in the final election prior to the actual separa -
tion from Bern, changed sides, and thus the present districts have been re-
aligned along the borders where individual communities had the right to this
switch . Porrentruy District remained unchanged ; Delémont District lost two
communities : Roggenburg, to Laufen, and post-office-less Rebévelier to
Moutier; but gained six -- all formerly part of Moutier district : Courchapoix,
Corban, Mervelier in the east, and Rossemaison, Courrendlin, Châtillon in
the south .

	

Moutier District, the most contested region, lost two more com -
munities in the west : Les Genevez and Lajoux, now part of Franches-Montagnes.

A few strange, additional details emerged : the tiny community ofVellerat, in
the hills above Moutier (no p .o .) where some of the hot-headedest separa -
tists were reputed to live, must remain with Moutier and Bern because it did
not have, when it counted, a direct border with a neighboring district ; and a
special political consideration was denied .

	

At the extreme eastern end of
Moutier District lies the German speaking, tiny community of Schelten / La
Scheulte . It decided to remain with Bern, too, and remains connected to the
Moutier District by a pathless, narrowest gerrymander strip of mountain wil -
derness so that the villagers must pass a neighboring canton when

	

driving.

Thus you may see that things are still somewhat in flux, and other matters,
though outwardly settled, may continue to cause difficulties in the future.

Starting a collection of Jura stamps of Switzerland is not very difficult:
there is the new Jura flag stamp . Also, Z422 (Porrentruy gate) ; Z526: the 25c
definitive of 1973 ; Z589: Ste-Ursanne ; ProP .6 : Les Rangiers monument at La
Caquerelle pass ; ProP .27 : Jura Farmhouse (not necessarily in the new canton);
ProP . 150 & 153 (Stained glass windows at Courgenay and Vicques churches).
Cancellations : there are the annual festival of Jura people and also the na -

tional horse fair/show/races in Saignelégier (also has machine slogans used
elsewhere) ; some postal coach strikes of 1976 from Jura Ct . towns, and a few
publicity (propaganda) cancellations . Also, there is that semi-official vig-
nette of the 1920s again showing the Rangiers monument ; but much it is not!

But all this becomes difficult when you go for pre-1925 straightline Or depot

markings of the region . Try to find Les Sairàins, Séprais, Courtemautruy, or
Schelten and Les Malettes . Tough, tough, tough ; and quite expensive now, too .
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NEWS, TIDBITS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR-PRO-TEM'S BINS:

A .H .P .S . still is looking for a permanent editor of TELL and, as of August 15
of this year also for a circuit (sales) manager . Members willing to serve as
society catalysts are welcome to make themselves known at their earliest con -
venience to our president (address on p .50; appeal on page 49).

Speaking of our president, Bob Zeigler : he decries the fact that in spite of
a healthy growth in the way of numbers of new joiners we seem to have an al-
most equally large number of dropper-outers . The board would like to know
what we (and you) can do to prevent this altogether too large number of quit -
ters .

	

For that reason you will find, as a special insertion,

	

a question -
naire . It is you, the members who make this society, and therefore a large
number of replies will be appreciated.

The transition of officers' duties, even in a relatively small society such
as ours, can be smooth but nevertheless complicated (if not costly) . Thus our
new president found it necessary to ship 55 pounds of secretary ' s records to
our new secretary (who obviously is now well equipped with all forms, etc .).

The Swiss PTT, as of January 1, 1979, has become a member of EMS (Express Mail
Service) International . This service attempts to speed up certain classes of
parcel post, analogous to the USPS' Inland Express Mail Delivery (if not de-
livered in time, refund of all costs, etc .) Since the USPS also is a partner
in this international venture (an expensive service) it is now possible to
speed a 1 kg parcel across the ocean for a "mere" SFr . 60 ., or 2 kgs for SFr.

89 .

	

We are
showing the
special
labels for
this cont -
ract-type
service
which may
be fine for
shipping a
kilo of ru -
bies, watch parts, or such,
but not for a birthday cake
to Aunt Frieda in Clunkston.

Since no stamps are to
be affixed to the
preprinted labels (a P.P. marking

will be all) philatelists
are not expected to become overeager collectors of such labels, at least not
in used form! -- The same is true of another new service : faxograms, or in -
stant, telex-like transmissions sent at a minimum rate of SFr . 24 apiece.

SWISSAIR is introducing a new signet after using the old
one for about 25 years . The new logo is shown at right.
The old signet, with its arrow as main feature, will be
eased out gradually . Anyone willing to make a list show -
ing all Swiss stamps and postal markings which feature the OLD signet????
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Swiss Radio International, as of December 18, 1978, no longer broadcasts to
North America on the frequency of 21 .630 MHz but on 21 .570 MHz instead since
it was found out that the Swiss Radio and BBC were clashing on 21 .630 MHz!

The Swiss Philatelic Societies' office against philatelic swindles, etc . ad-
vises that a huge cancellation faker's shop was discovered in Berlin some
time in 1978 . Among the hundreds of false cancellations, used to upvalue of-
ten gumless or otherwise inferior unused items, were these four Swiss cancels:

They are nastily accurate . Therefore beware and submit expensive souvenir
sheets or other good values to a Swiss philatelic expert before buying.

FROM YOUR CIRCUIT MANAGER,,,,, Mario Wiedenmeier
I must say, it is a blessing in disguise that the insurance limit of third and
fourth class mail was increased to $400 . Because of this only half of the cir -
cuits mailed out last year need to be dispatched . Last year, a total of 90
circuits were mailed which averaged a workload of 20 hours per week, from Oc -
tober through March . This year, I have available only 10 hours per week becau -
se I

	

am also President of the Society for Radiological Engineering, etc.
Well, experience and the new $400 . insurance limit made it possible for me to
provide you with another good start into the circuit season.

By now, 116 booklets have been submitted out of which I assembled 49 circuits
to date . 26 circuits have concluded their travels, and 22 booklets returned
empty, or almost empty were sent back to their owners together with a check.

Since I too am a collector of stamps (my specialty being the Standing Helvetia
issues) I did something which I found out to be not the right thing to do . I
tried to sell my souvenir sheets and priced them at 75% 1979 Zumstein for the
never hinged stuff . But these prices were too high and the offered items did
not sell well at all, nor did I get any nice letters from the circuit partici-
pants!

	

Well, I thought that since I have to pay 1979 prices for my acquisi -
tions, and since I do not want to quit collecting . . . .etc ., etc .

	

By the way:
the circuits are not a good source for Standing Helvetias at all.

As you know, a new circuit manager is needed for the 1979-80 season . And since
slavery is inopportune, I would like to solicit the membership-at-large for
input on how to streamline this very fine, but demanding A .H .P .S . activity.
Maybe a good organizer or computer programmer could help us .

	

Right now, 112
items are indicated on the annual questionnaire ; but the system is not working
for the super-specialized collector who collects, for instance, items only if
a specific postmark appears on a block of four, or such . -- Sellers usually
submit booklets with materials of all types, and when such a selection arrives
at a specialized collector's desk maybe the groups of material he collects are
already gone . . .and subsequently he is moved to write a nasty letter.

Maybe we should know how much you care to spend each month, or whether you
might care to receive items costing more than $50 . each . So : please send your
thoughts to me or to your president . It is fun serving you, but also a lot of
work ; and we must try to streamline the job and circumscribe its limits .
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Z . 277

Sc . 308"HFLVETIA " : SWISS PLATE VARIETIES, FLAWS, RETOUCHES, ETC, ; PART 2

Columnist and Collator: Thomas Kendall, POB 1191, Evanston IL 60204

AHPS members wishing to participate please mail clearly drawn sketches
or enlarged photographs with exact indications of flaws to the collator.

1947 : 100 YEARS OF SWISS
RAILROADS: 5 cts. dark
gray green, yellow, gray-
ish black (Z.277 ; Sc . 308),
first steam locomotive in
Switzerland.

This issue is particularly
rich in plate varieties, the
premier of which is the
"broken spoke on drive -
wheel of locomotive." By
sheer luck, Zumstein hap-
pens to show this variety
as the illustration of the
basic stamp (1978 special-
ized, p. 281) . For those
without the specialized,
the broken spoke is the
one at 7 :00 o'clock. It is
completely gone, from axle to tyre. Par, of the wheel rim is missing, also . It
occurs in the sixth position of three separate plates : B111, B211, and B311 . It is not
uncommon, but quite popular, and it carries a 5000% premium over the basic stamp;
so keep your eyes open.

There are also a host of colored or colorless little lines and dots, most of which are
too minute to warrant separate listing . Two are worthy of note, however : a white
line over the locomotive (Pf . 3) and the so called "ghost flaw" (Pf . 4). This latter
is a colorless flaw common to many Swiss--and other-- stamps of this period . It is
a pair of converging lines arranged like a "Y": the main leg is about 2 millimeters
long and has attached to it a shorter stroke about two-thirds of the way along:
(We will deal with the "ghost," or "Y," flaws at greater length
in future columns).

There are a couple of worn plate varieties worth mentioning.
The first is a light spot under the "I" of "1947.) This was
later retouched, thus giving us yet another variety . The
other is "missing steam valve and line," the little lines on
top and to the left of the firebox .

	

This exists in several
states, from strong delineation to almost completely missing . Other retouches in-
clude one at the left of the "T" (variety finder G 9/10), an egg-shaped retouch over
the coal cart (C 3/4), and a line-shaped retouch between coal cart and locomotive
(C/D 5/b).

Variety finders were ordered from Zumstein and should be available when you see
these notes . Any comments, questions, etc. should be mailed to the above address .















Felix Ganz,editor-pro-tem
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